Sequence dependent conformation and local geometry of the conserved branch site sequence element d(TpApCpTpApApC), essential for yeast mRNA splicing, deduced from high resolution 1H-NMR.
The conserved sequence element and branch site splice signal d(TpApCpTpApApC) has been synthesized by a solid phase procedure. All the non-exchangeable protons have been assigned using a combination of one-dimensional and two-dimensional 1H-NMR analytical procedures. On the basis of the low NOE intensities in the 1D-NOE and NOESY experiments, the heptamer exists in solution as a random coil. The deoxyribose rings towards the 5' terminus exist predominantly in the S form (2'-endo-3'-exo) while residues on or adjacent to the 2' branch site in the eventual lariat structure [A(6) of TACTAAC] show more N-character (3'endo-2'-exo). In addition unique propeller twisting at contiguous AT base pairs in the consensus 5'-splice site occurs in the region in which there is partial complementarity with the branch splice signal TACTAAC. These subtle structural features, if carried over to the corresponding RNA, may have significance either as a recognition signals or for stereochemical reasons in the formation of the lariat intermediate in the maturation process of mRNA.